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                             Sub: Purchase of  Electrical (G) items in divisions  
                                                           ----x--- 
     During course of vigilance investigation, it has been observed that purchase of 

Electrical General items through non-stock requisition over the divisions is very high. 
Divisional indentors and purchase officials consider the price list for assessing  

reasonability of offered rates and do not go for arranging prevailing current market 
rates/rates of other zonal railways and even of COS office of ECR. Local sources 
existing in the vicinity of divisions are mainly considered for giving tender enquiries and 

as a result competitive rates are not obtained. 
 

As per office order no.03/2007 circulated vide Letter No. ECR/SMM/Stock 
Control/Office Order/07 dated 27.09.07 of COS/ECR, items directly related to train 

running and operation only are to be purchased through NS requisition. All the 
Electrical (G) items being purchased may not be directly related to train operation and 
maintenance of rolling stock. A through review is, therefore, required before preparing 

indents to ensure that purchase being made is bare minimum and as per actual 
requirement. 

 

On most of the items pertaining to  Electrical (G), heavy discount up to 50% or 

more is available on price list of manufactures. This is strengthened by the fact that 
after vigilance check, order for 10 sqmm cable (Cu Conductor) has been placed by 
DMM/MGS on 05.01.15 @ Rs.127.95 per meter with 30% discount i.e. actual rate 

Rs.89.57 per meter whose rate as per price list was Rs. 146.00 per meter. Thus ordered 
rate is less by 38.65% than the rate of price list. Through examination of prevailing 

market rate is, therefore, required to be made before according reasonability of offered 
rates instead of  merely on price list rate. 

 

DNR division was advised to go for Bulletin Tender instead of Limited Tender with 
locally available sources only. As a result rates received after BT have been lesser by up 

to 50% than the requisition rates. It is learnt that e-tender has been started in divisions 
for purchase of stores. The result of e-tender will not fructify if sources available  in 
local vicinity of division are considered only. The system of electronic BT may be 

introduced in all divisions for local purchase to ensure competitive rates. 
 
All concerned may be advised to take corrective action to ensure purchase of 

correct quantities at correct rates. Action taken in this regard may please be intimated 
to this office. 
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